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We study an experimentally feasible qubit system employing neutral atomic currents. Our system is based
on bosonic cold atoms trapped in ring-shaped optical lattice potentials. The lattice makes the system strictly
one dimensional and it provides the infrastructure to realize a tunable ring-ring interaction. Our implementation
combines the low decoherence rates of of neutral cold atoms systems, overcoming single site addressing, with
the robustness of topologically protected solid state Josephson flux qubits. Characteristic fluctuations in the
magnetic fields affecting Josephson junction based flux qubits are expected to be minimized employing neutral
atoms as flux carriers. By breaking the Galilean invariance we demonstrate how atomic currents through the
lattice provide a implementation of a qubit. This is realized either by artificially creating a phase slip in a single
ring, or by tunnel coupling of two homogeneous ring lattices. The single qubit infrastructure is experimentally
investigated with tailored optical potentials. Indeed, we have experimentally realized scaled ring-lattice poten-
tials that could host, in principle, n ∼ 10 of such ring-qubits, arranged in a stack configuration, along the laser
beam propagation axis. An experimentally viable scheme of the two-ring-qubit is discussed, as well. Based on
our analysis, we provide protocols to initialize, address, and read-out the qubit.
INTRODUCTION
A qubit is a two state quantum system that can be coher-
ently manipulated, coupled to its neighbours, and measured.
Several qubit physical implementations have been proposed
in the last decade, all of them presenting specific virtues and
bottlenecks at different levels[1–6]. In neutral cold atoms pro-
posals the qubit is encoded into well isolated internal atomic
states. This allows long coherence times, precise state read-
out and, in principle, scalable quantum registers. However,
individual qubit (atom) addressing is a delicate point[7, 8].
Qubits based on Josephson junctions allow fast gate opera-
tions and make use of the precision reached by lithography
techniques[9]. The decoherence, however, is fast in these sys-
tems and it is experimentally challenging to reduce it. For
charge qubits the main problem arises from dephasing due to
background charges in the substrate; flux qubits are insensi-
tive to the latter decoherence source, but are influenced by
magnetic flux fluctuations due to impaired spins proximal to
the device[3].
Here we aim at combining the advantages of cold atom and
Josephson junction based implementations. The basic idea is
to use the persistent currents flowing through ring shaped op-
tical lattices[10–12, 14, 15] to realize a cold atom analogue of
the superconducting flux qubit (see [10, 16–19] for the differ-
ent schemes that can be applied to induce persistent currents).
Recently, superpositions of persistent currents have been thor-
oughly investigated[14, 15].
RESULTS
In this paper we demonstrate how persistent currents flow-
ing in a ring shaped optical lattice can provide a physical
implementation of a qubit[10, 14, 15]. The lattice potential
plays an important role in our approach. Indeed, it makes
strictly one dimensional the atoms’ dynamics. Further it pro-
vides the means for precise control of the confinement and fa-
cilitates the qubit-qubit interaction. In our system we break
the Galilean invariance. For a single ring this is realized
by creating a localized ’defect’ barrier along a homogeneous
lattice[1]. Additionally we prove that a qubit can be achieved
with two homogeneous interacting rings arranged vertically
on top of each other. In such a system the Galilean invariance
is broken along the direction transverse to the two rings. For
this scheme we analyse the real time dynamics and time-of-
flight density distributions. Based on our analysis, we pro-
vide viable protocols to initialize, address, and read-out the
qubits. Indeed, we have experimentally realized scaled ring-
lattice potentials that could host, in principle, n ∼ 10 ring-
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2qubits, arranged in a stack configuration, along the laser beam
propagation axis.
Single-ring-qubit: Breaking the Galilean invariance on the
single ring with a site defect.
We consider bosonic atoms loaded in a ring-shaped poten-
tial with identical wells, but with a dimple located at the site
N − 1 (see Fig.1), and pierced by a ’magnetic flux’ Φ. The
system is described by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
HBH = U
2
N−1∑
i=0 ni(ni − 1) − N−1∑i=0 ti(eiΦ/Na†iai+1 + h.c.) (1)
where ai’s are bosonic operators for atoms trapped in the ring
and ni ≐ a†iai. The parameters ti describe the tunnelling be-
tween the wells along the ring. Since the wells are all identical
but one, ti = t,∀i = 0 . . .N − 2 and tN−1 = t′. Finally, U de-
scribes the s-wave scattering interaction [23]. The ’magnetic
flux’ is Φ = ∫ xi+1xi A(z)dz, where A(z) is the effective vector
potential. The effect of the dimple is to induce a phase slip
at the site N − 1. We assume that the density of superfluid
is large enough to neglect the fluctuation of the number of
atoms in each well. In this regime we can assume that the sys-
tem dynamics is characterized by the phases of the superfluid
order parameter φi’s, described by the quantum phase model
[24] with Josephson coupling Ji ∼ ⟨n⟩ti (⟨n⟩ is the average
number of bosons in each well). The magnetic flux Φ can be
gauged away everywhere but at the site (N − 1)-th [25]. Ac-
cordingly, the phase difference along nearest neighbour sites
can be considered small in the ’bulk’ and the harmonic ap-
proximation can be applied. The partition function can be
written as a path integral: Z = ∫ D[φ]e−S[φ], where the S[φ]
is the Euclidean action. Adapting from the approach pursued
by Rastelli et al. [29], all the phases φi except θ ≐ φN−1 − φ0
can be integrated out (the integrals are Gaussian). The effec-
tive action reads
Seff = ∫ β
0
dτ [ 1
2U
θ˙2 + J
2(N − 1)(θ −Φ)2 − J ′ cos(θ)]
− J
2U(N − 1) ∫ dτdτ ′θ(τ)G(τ − τ ′)θ(τ ′)
(2)
with the potential U(θ) ≐ J
N − 1(θ −Φ)2 − J ′ cos(θ). For
large (N − 1)J ′/J and moderate N , U(θ) defines a two-
level system. The degeneracy point is Φ = pi: The
two states are provided by the symmetric and antisymmet-
ric combination of counter-circulating currents correspond-
ing to the two minima of U(θ). We observe that break-
ing the Galilean invariance of the system provides an inde-
pendent parameter J ′ facilitating the control of the poten-
tial landscape. The interaction between θ and the (harmonic)
bulk degrees of freedom provides the non local term with
FIG. 1. Experimental realization of a ring-lattice potential
with an adjustable weak link (red arrow). Measured intensity
distribution with an azimuthal lattice spacing of 28 µm and a ring
radius of 88 µm (see Methods section). The centre peak is the resid-
ual zero-order diffraction. The effective dynamics of a condensate
in such a system is governed by the qubit potential as discussed in
Eq.(2). The size of the structure is scalable and a lower limit is im-
posed by the diffraction limit of the focusing optics (see Methods
section). Several rings can be arranged in a stack, along the propaga-
tion axis of the laser beam (shown in Fig.5).
G(τ) = ∑∞l=0 Y (ωl)eiωlτ , ωl being Matsubara frequencies
and Y (ωl) = ω2l (N−2)/2∑
k=1
1 + cos[2pik/(N − 1)
2JU(1 − cos[2pik/(N − 1)]) + ω2l .
The external bath vanishes in the thermodynamic limit and the
effective action reduces to the Caldeira-Leggett one [29]. Fi-
nally it is worth noting that the case of a single junction needs
a specific approach but it can be demonstrated consistent with
Eq.(32).
Two-rings-qubit: Breaking the Galilean invariance with two
homogeneous coupled rings.
We consider bosonic atoms loaded in two coupled identi-
cal homogeneous rings Fig.2. We will prove that such a sys-
tem effectively provides a qubit-dynamics (alternatively to the
one-ring qubit implementation discussed above). The system
is described by the Bose-Hubbard ladder: H =H(a)BH +H(b)BH +
Hint, where H
(a,b)
BH are the Hamiltonians as in Eq.(1) for the
bosons in the rings a and b respectively, and
Hint = −g N∑
i=1(a†ibi + b†iai). (3)
We observe that along each ring the phase slips imply twisted
boundary conditions and therefore they can be localized to a
specific site, say the N − 1-th. Following a similar procedure
3as employed above, the effective action reads
Seff = ∫ β
0
dτ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 12U ∑α=a,b θ˙α2 +U(θa, θb)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4)− J
2U(N − 1) ∑α=a,b∫ dτdτ ′θα(τ)Gα(τ − τ ′)θα(τ ′)
where each Gα(τ) is given by the expression found above for
the case of a single ring. In this case the phase dynamics is
provided by the potential
U(θa, θb) ≐ ∑
α=a,b [ J2(N − 1)(θα −Φα)2 − J cos(θα)]− J˜ cos[θa − θb − N − 2
N
(Φa −Φb)] . (5)
with J˜ = ⟨n⟩g[9]. We observe that, for large N , the potential
U(θa, θb) provides that effective phase dynamics of Joseph-
son junctions flux qubits realized by Mooji et al. (large N ’s
corresponds to large geometrical inductance of flux qubit de-
vices) [27]. In there, the landscape was thoroughly analysed.
The qubit is made with superpositions of the two states ∣θ1⟩
and ∣θ2⟩ corresponding to the minima of U(θa, θb). The de-
generacy point is achieved by Φb − Φa = pi. We comment
that the ratio J˜/J controls the relative size of the energy bar-
riers between minima intra- and minima inter-’unit cells’ of
the (θa, θb) phase space, and therefore is important for de-
signing the qubit. In our system J˜/J can be fine tuned with
the scheme shown in Fig.2.
Having established that the two tunnel-coupled homoge-
neous rings, indeed, define a two level system, we now study
its real-time dynamics. We will show that the density of the
condensate in the two rings can display characteristic oscilla-
tions in time.
We make use of the mean field approximation to anal-
yse the (real time) dynamics of the Bose-Hubbard ladder
Eqs.(1), (3) (assuming that each ring is in a deep superfluid
phase). Accordingly Gross-Pitaevskii equations are found for
the quantities depending on the time s. ϕa,i(s) = ⟨ai(s)⟩ and
ϕb,i(s) = ⟨bi(s)⟩. Assuming that θα ≐ ϕα,i+1 − ϕα,i in each
ring is site-independent, we obtain
∂z
∂s˜
= −√1 − z2 sin Θ
∂Θ
∂s˜
= ∆ + λρz + z√
1 − z2 cos Θ (6)
where z = (Nb − Na)/(Na + Nb) is the normalized imbal-
ance between the populations Na and Nb of the two rings,
Θ = θa − θb and s˜ ≐ 2gs (h̵ = 1). The parameters are
∆ = [µa − µb + t(cos ΦaN − cos ΦbN )] /g, λ = U/(2g), and
ρ = (Na+Nb)/N is the total bosonic density (we included the
chemical potential µα). Eqs.(6) can be solved analytically in
terms of elliptic functions[9, 10]. Accordingly, the dynamics
displays distinct regimes (oscillating or exponential) as func-
tion of the elliptic modulus k, depending in turn on ∆, λ, and
FIG. 2. Setup for the ring-ring coupling. Two parallel Gaussian
laser beams (G1,G2) are produced by a combination of two polariz-
ing beamsplitter (BS1, BS2). The beam separation D can be con-
trolled by moving mirror M1. Both beams pass through a lens and
interfere to form a lattice in z-direction. The distance between the lat-
tice planes is a function of 1/D [6] which can be varied. The result-
ing one dimensional lattice is combined with vertical beams (LG1,
LG2) providing horizontal confinement for trapped atoms (See the
Methods section). The inset shows the ring lattice potentials sepa-
rated by d = λ1f/D [6]. The ring-ring separation is adjustable by
varying the distance D. Such an arrangement provides an effective
two-level system that can be exploited as a qubit (See text)..
FIG. 3. Population imbalance in two cou-
pled rings. We focused on the case ∆ ≫ λρ.
For moderate z0, oscillations are obtained, with ω =
2g {√1 +∆2 + λρ(z0∆ −√1 − z20)(2∆2 − 1)/[2(1 +∆2)3/2]}
corresponding to macroscopic quantum self trapping (blue dashed
line). The dynamics can be visualized with the help of the me-
chanical system provided by a rotator of length
√
1 − z(s)2, driven
by the external force ∆. The constant solution z(s) = const
corresponds to vanishing pendulum length (magenta solid line). For
∆ = 0 (inset), the dynamics is characterized by Rabi oscillation with
ω0 ≐ 2g(1 + λρ√1 − z0/2) < ω. Here λρ = 0.1 and ∆ = 4 implying
that ω ≈ 4ω0.
4on the initial population imbalance z(0) ≐ z0. Here we con-
sider the dynamics at λρ ≪ ∆, i.e. small U/g (the analy-
sis of the solutions of the Eqs.(6) in different regimes will be
presented elsewhere). The results are summarized in Fig.3.
We comment that, comparing with ∆ = 0, the oscillations do
not average to zero (therefore yielding a macroscopic quan-
tum self trapping phenomenon[10]) and they are faster. The
pattern of the circulating currents along the two coupled rings
can be read out through the analysis of the time-of-flight den-
sity. As customarily, the spatial density distribution in the far
field corresponds to the distribution in the momentum space
at the time when the confinement potential is turned off:
ρ(k) = ∣w(kx, ky, kz)∣2
N
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0 ∑q∈{2pin/N} (7)
[cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + (q + Φa
N
)(φi − φj)]⟨a†qaq⟩+
cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + (q + Φb
N
)(φi − φj)]⟨b†qbq⟩+
2 cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + kzD + (q + Φa
N
)φi − (q + Φb
N
)φj)]⟨a†qbq⟩]
where w(kx, ky, kz) are Wannier functions (that we con-
sidered identical for the two rings), k∥ ⋅ x∥ ≐ kx(xi − xj) +
ky(yi − yj), xi = cosφi, yi = sinφi fix the positions of the
ring wells in the three dimensional space, φi = 2pii/N being
lattice sites along the rings; the expectation values involving
the Fourier transforms of operators aq ≐ 1/√N ∑l e−iφilal
and bq ≐ 1/√N ∑l e−iφlqbl are obtained for U/t = 0. The
density Eq.(7) is displayed in Fig.
DISCUSSION
We proposed a construction of flux qubits with atomic neu-
tral currents flowing in ring-shaped optical lattice potentials.
Persistent currents had been experimentally observed in a nar-
row toroidal trap with a weak link[31]. The effective action
of the system studied in[32] can provide a two level system.
In contrast with[31–33], we emphasize how we make explicit
use of the lattice in our construction, both to confine the par-
ticles in the rings and to drive the ring-ring interaction. The
qubits are realized by breaking the Galilean invariance of the
system either by adding an additional barrier along a single
ring lattice Eqs.(32), or by tunnel coupling of two homoge-
neous rings, Eq.(5). The latter is proposed to be realized with
the scheme in Fig.2. We observe that a suitable variation of
such set-up can be exploited also to create two qubit gates
(each qubit provided by Fig.1); alternatively, a route described
in the Methods section can be pursued.
The analysis of the real time dynamics of such system can
be recast to a type of coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations that
are characteristic for double well potentials, this providing a
further proof that the system indeed defines a qubit. Accord-
ingly, the basic phenomenology of the tunnel-coupled homo-
FIG. 4. Time-of-flight expansion for the two-coupled-rings-
qubit. a,c, vanishing inter-ring tunnelling rate g/t = 0. In b,d,
g/t = 0.9. In the (kx, ky) plane the interference fringes with the ring
symmetry are due to the momenta of the quantum degenerate gas;
the inter-ring tunnelling suppresses the interference fringes. In the(ky, kz) plane, g induces structured interference fringes. The Eq.
(7) is calculated for the Bose-Hubbard ladder with ’fluxes’ Φa and
Φb, with U = 0, and at quantum degeneracy. Results are shown for
Φa = 80,Φb = 70, T = 0.05kB and N = 14 with filling fractions of
10 bosons per site.
geneous rings is demonstrated to be characterized by macro-
scopic quantum self trapping. Since different flow states lead
to characteristic density patterns in the far field, standard ex-
pansion of the condensate can be exploited to detect the dif-
ferent quantum states of the system (See Fig.).
Our work provides a feasible route to the implementation
of a functional flux qubit based on persistent atomic currents.
For an extensive discussion on the one and two qubit gates,
please refer to the Methods section. The initialization of our
qubit can be accomplished, for example, imparting rotation
by exploiting light induced torque from Laguerre-Gauss (LG)
beams carrying optical angular momentum. A two-photon
Raman transition between internal atomic states can then be
used to transfer coherently h̵ orbital angular momentum to
the atoms. With this method, transfer efficiencies of 90% to
the rotating state had been demonstrated[31, 34]. Owing to
the coherent nature of the Raman process, superpositions of
different angular momentum states can be prepared[37]. Mea-
surements of the decay dynamics of a rotating condensate in
an optical ring trap showed remarkable long lifetimes of the
quantized flow states on the order of tens of seconds even for
high angular momentum (l=10). Phase slips - the dominant
decoherence mechanism - condensate fragmentation and col-
lective excitations which would destroy the topologically pro-
tected quantum state are strongly suppressed below a critical
flow velocity. Atom loss in the rotating condensate doesn’t de-
stroy the state but leads to a slow decrease in the robustness of
the superfluid where phase slips become more likely[36, 39].
We comment that, because of the lattice confinement, the
5gap between the two levels of the qubit displays a favourable
scaling with the number of atoms in the system (assuming that
the temperature is low enough we can describe the system
with Eq.(1))[14, 15, 35]. Besides making the inter-ring dy-
namics strictly one dimensional, the lattice confinement pro-
vides the route to the inter-rings coupling. Indeed, the light
intensity results to be modulated along the (nearly) cylindri-
cal laser beam. Analysing our experimental configuration, we
conclude that it is feasible to arrange n ∼ 10 ring-qubits in
stacks configuration (as sketched in Fig.5) along the beam
propagation axis. To allow controlled tunnelling between
neighbouring lattice along the stack, the distance between the
ring potentials needs to be adjustable in the optical wavelength
regime (the schematics in Fig.2 can be employed). A trade-off
between high tunnelling rates (a necessity for fast gate opera-
tions) and an efficient read out and addressability of individual
stack sites, needs to be analysed. Increasing the lattice stack
separation after the tunnelling interaction has occurred well
above the diffraction limit while keeping the atoms confined,
optical detection and addressing of individual rings becomes
possible.
This arrangement produces equal, adjustable ring-ring spac-
ing between individual vertical lattice sites and can therefore
not readily be used to couple two two-ring qubits to perform
two-qubit quantum-gates. The SLM method, however, can
be extended to produce two ring-lattices in the same horizon-
tal plane, separated by a distance larger than the ring diame-
ter. The separation between these two adjacent rings can then
be programmatically adjusted by updating the kinoform to al-
low tunnelling by mode overlap[46]. Combined with the ad-
justable vertical lattice (shown in Fig.2) this would allow, in
principle, two-ring qubit stacks to be circumferential tunnel-
coupled to form two-qubit gates.
Read out of the angular momentum states can be accom-
plished experimentally with interference of different flow
states (i.e. corresponding to a fragmented superfluid) which
maps the phase winding into a density modulation that can be
measured using time-of-flight imaging[36]. In the lower panel
of Fig. it is shown that different flow states lead to character-
istic density patterns in the far field.
We believe that our implementation combines the advan-
tages of neutral cold atoms and solid state Josephson junction
based flux qubits for applications in quantum simulation and
computation. This promises to exploit the typically low deco-
herence rates of the cold atom systems, overcoming the sin-
gle site addressing[40], and harness the full power of macro-
scopic quantum phenomena in topologically non trivial sys-
tems. The characteristic fluctuations in the magnetic fields
affecting Josephson junction based flux qubits are expected to
be minimized employing neutral atoms as flux carriers.
FIG. 5. Effect of an axial translation on the ring lattice po-
tential. (a) Ring lattice intensity distribution measured at various
positions along the beam propagation axis around the focal plane
(Z=0). Note that the initial beam, phase modified by the SLM, is
not Gaussian any more. The optical potential remains undisturbed
by a translation of 2.2 times the ring-lattice radius centred around the
focal plane (Z=0). Here R designates the ring-lattice radius of 87.5
µm. (b) This is in contrast to a Gaussian laser beam which exhibits a
marked dependence on the axial shift from the focal plane where the
beam waist ω(z) scales with √1 + (z/z0)2 and Rayleigh range z0.
METHODS
Experimental realization of the ring-lattice potential with weak
link
We created the optical potential with a liquid crystal on silicon
spatial light modulator (PLUTO phase only SLM, Holoeye Photonics
AG) which imprints a controlled phase onto a collimated laser beam
from a 532 nm wavelength diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser.
The SLM acts as a programmable phase array and modifies locally
the phase of an incoming beam. Diffracted light from the computer
generated phase hologram then forms the desired intensity pattern
in the focal plane of an optical system (doublet lens, f=150 mm).
The resulting intensity distribution is related to the phase distribution
of the beam exiting the SLM by Fourier transform. Calculation of
the required SLM phase pattern (kinoform) has been carried out us-
ing an improved version of the Mixed-Region-Amplitude-Freedom
(MRAF) algorithm[1, 2] with angular spectrum propagator. This al-
lows us to simulate numerically the wavefront propagation in the op-
tical system without resorting to paraxial approximation. A region
outside the desired ring lattice pattern (noise region) is dedicated to
collect unwanted light contributions resulting from the MRAF algo-
rithm’s iterative optimization process. This can be seen in the mea-
sured intensity pattern in Fig.1 as concentric, periodic structures sur-
rounding the ring-lattice and can be filtered out by an aperture.
6The ring-lattice potential shown in Fig.2 and Fig.5 can be readily
scaled down from a radius of ∼ 90 µm to 5 − 10 µm by using a 50x
microscope objective with NA=0.42 numerical aperture (Mitutoyo
50x NIR M-Plan APO) as the focusing optics for the SLM beam
and with λ2 = 830 nm light, suitable for trapping Rubidium atoms.
Accounting for the limited reflectivity and diffraction efficiency of
the SLM, scattering into the noise region and losses in the optical
system only about 5% of the laser light contributes to the optical
trapping potential. However this is not a limiting factor for small
ring-lattice sizes in the tenth of micrometer range as discussed here
where ∼ 50 mW laser power is sufficient to produce well depths of
several Erec. The generated structures are sufficiently smooth, with
a measured intensity variation of 4.5% rms, to sustain persistent
flow-states[31]. The barrier height can be dynamically modified at a
rate up to 50 ms per step, with an upper limit imposed by the frame
update rate of the SLM LCD panel (60 Hz).
Setup for the adjustable ring-ring coupling
To allow controlled tunnelling between neighbouring lattice
stacks the distance between the ring potentials needs to be adjustable
in the optical wavelength regime. Small distances allow high
tunnelling rates, a necessity for fast gate operations. This makes it
less efficient to read out and address individual stack sites, however.
Increasing the lattice stack separation after the tunnelling interaction
has occurred well above the diffraction limit (∼λ) while keeping
the atoms confined, optical detection and addressing of individual
rings becomes possible. Fig.2 in the main text illustrates the
experimental arrangement to produce two adjustable 1d ring-lattices
by intersecting two Gaussian beams (G1,G2) with wavelength λ1.
The inset in Fig.2 shows two vertically spaced ring lattice potential
separated by d = λ1f/D [6]. The ring-ring separation is controllable
by changing the beam spacing D between beams G1 and G2,
allowing adjustment of the ring-ring tunnelling.
In an experimentally feasible arrangement using light from a Ti:Sa
laser at λ1 ≈ 830 nm, with a beam separation adjustable between
D = 10 − 40 mm and a lens focal length f = 75 mm, the ring-ring
separation can be varied from d = 1.5 − 6.2µm. This compares to
a inter-ring well spacing of 1.5µm for a ring lattice with 20 lattice
sites and ring radius of 5µm. Taking advantage of a large ring-ring
separation of 5µm facilitates addressing of individual rings to
generate different effective flux-states in a stack. Circulation can
be created, for instance, with a pulsed pair of Raman beams where
one of the Raman beams carry h̵ orbital angular momentum. By
Raman coupling the ∣F = 2,mF = 0⟩ and ∣F = 2,mF = 2⟩ Zeeman
ground-states manifolds of 87Rb and employing a magnetic gradient
field along the vertical axis, the effective two-photon Raman detun-
ing can be shifted out of resonance for atoms in rings other than
the addressed one. The differential Zeeman energy shift between
the two Raman ground states leads to a magnetic field dependent
shift δ = µBgF∆mFB of the two-photon Raman detuning. Here
µB denotes the Bohr magneton, gF the Lande´ g-factor, ∆mF the
difference between the magnetic spin-quantum numbers of the two
Raman states and B the magnetic field strength. With a magnetic
field gradient of 180 G/cm – a typical value for magnetic traps in
BEC experiments – the two-photon Raman detuning of a ring which
is 5 µm separated from the addressed one with δ = 0 would be
shifted by δ =126 KHz. As was shown by Wright et al.[38], with
appropriate choices of the magnitude, intensity ratio and detuning
of the Raman beams, fractional population transfer between the∣2,2⟩ ↔ ∣2,0⟩ states can be accurately controlled by varying the
two-photon Raman detuning δ in a range of less than 200 KHz. This
was demonstrated for Raman beams with Gaussian beam profiles
and hence no orbital angular momentum was transferred onto the
atoms but it can, in principle, be adapted for a combination of
Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian beams to generate atomic flux
states.
With a SLM arbitrary optical potentials can be produced in a
controlled way only in a 2d-plane – the focal plane of the Fourier
transform lens – making it challenging to extend and up-scale
this scheme to 3d trap arrangements. The experiment, however,
showed (see Fig.5) that axially the ring structure potential remains
almost undisturbed by a translation along the beam propagation axis
of ∆z = ±2.2 ⋅R, where R denotes the ring-lattice radius. The
ring-lattice radius is only weakly affected by an axial shift along
z and scales with ∆R/R = 0.0097 ⋅ z, where z is normalized to
the ring-lattice radius. For larger axial shifts from the focal plane
the quality of the optical potential diminishes gradually. Based on
our measurements this would allow implementation of ring-lattice
stacks with more than 10 rings in a vertical arrangement, assuming
a stack separation comparable to the spacing between two adjacent
lattice sites. Propagation invariant beams may allow a potentially
large number of rings to be vertically arranged[44].
Tunnelling rate estimation for the two coupled ring lattices.
The ring lattice potential shown in the inset in Fig. 2 can be written
as
Vlatt = 4E20(f2pl cos (kLGz)2 + cos (kGz)2+
2fpl cos (kLGz) cos (kGz) cos (φl)),
where fpl are related to Laguerre functions[10]. Such a potential
with l lattice sites can be created directly by diffraction from a SLM
or by superposition of two Laguerre-Gaussian beams with a positive
and negative azimuthal index ±l, respectively[8]. The WKB estimate
of the tunnelling rate gives
tz = 4√ 1
h̵
√
2m
V
3/4
0√
d
e−
√
2mV0
pih̵
d (8)
where d = λf/D is the lattice spacing along z-direction.
Demonstration of the one qubit and two qubit unitary gates
The aim of this section is to show how the effective phase dynam-
ics of optical ring-lattices with impurities serves the construction of
one- and two-qubit gates - a necessity for universal quantum compu-
tation. Here, we adapt results which were obtained by Solenov and
Mozyrsky[41] for the case of homogeneous rings with impurities. It
results that a single ring optical lattice with impurity is described by
the following effective Lagrangian (see Eq. (32) and Supplemental
information):
L = 1
2U
θ˙2 + J
N − 1(θ −Φ)2 − J ′ cos θ (9)
Then we introduce the canonical momentum P in a usual way:
P = ∂L
∂θ˙
= 1
U
θ˙ (10)
7After performing a Legendre transformation we get the following
Hamiltonian:
H = J ′(P 2
2µ
− J
J ′(N − 1)(θ −Φ)2 + cos θ) , (11)
where µ = J ′/U is an effective mass of the collective particle. The
quantization is performed by the usual transformation P → −d/dθ.
For δ = J′(N−1)
2J
> 1 the effective potential in (11) can be reduced
to a double well; for Φ = pi, the two lowest levels of such double
well are symmetric and antisymmetric superpositions of the states in
the left and right wells respectively (See the Supplemental material).
The effective Hamiltonian can be written as
H ≃ εσz (12)
and the lowest two states are ∣ψg⟩ = (0,1)T and ∣ψe⟩ = (1,0)T .
An estimate for the gap energy can be found employing the WKB
approximation [45]
ε ≃ 2√UJ ′
pi
√(1 − 1
δ
)e−12√J′/U(1−1/δ)3/2 , (13)
where δ > 1. From this formula we can see that the limit of weak
barrier and strong interactions is most favourable regime to obtain a
finite gap between the two energy levels of the double level potential
[12–14, 35]. We also note that the gap energy splitting can be
controlled by the height of the impurity barrier.
Single qubit gates
For the realization of single-qubit rotations, we consider the sys-
tem close to the symmetric double well configuration Φ ≃ pi. In the
basis of the two level system discussed before the Hamiltonian takes
the form:
H ≃ εσz + Φ − pi
δ
⟨θ⟩01σx, (14)
where ⟨θ⟩01 is the off-diagonal element of the phase-slip in the two-
level system basis. It is easy to show that spin flip, Hadamard and
phase gates can be realized by this Hamiltonian. For example, a
phase gate can be realized by evolving the state through the unitary
transformation Uz(β) (tuning the second term of Eq.(14) to zero by
adjusting the imprinted flux)
Uz(β) = exp(iετσz) = (eiετ 0
0 e−iετ) . (15)
After tuning the gap energy close to zero (adjusting the barrier height
of the impurity), we can realize the following rotation
Ux(β) = exp(iατσx) = ( cosα i sinαi sinα cosα ) (16)
where α = Φ−pi
δ
⟨θ⟩01τ . When α = pi/2 and α = pi/4 the NOT and
Hadamard gates are respectively realized.
Two-qubit coupling and gates
The effective dynamics for two coupled qubits, each realized as
single ring with localized impurity (as in Fig.1), is governed by the
Lagrangian
L = ∑
α=a,b
1
2U
θ˙α
2 + [ J
2(N − 1)(θα −Φα)2 − J ′ cos(θα)]
− J˜ ′′ cos[θa − θb − N − 2
N
(Φa −Φb)] (17)
Where J ′′ is the Josephson tunnelling energy between two rings.
When Φa = Φb = Φ and J ′′ ≪ J ′ the last term reduces to−J ′′ (θa−θb)2
2
and the Lagrangian takes the form
L = J ′[ ∑
α=a,b
1
2J ′U θ˙α
2 + [ J
2J ′(N − 1)(θα −Φα)2 − cos(θα)]
+ J ′′
J ′
(θa − θb)2
2
] . (18)
By applying the same procedure as in the previous section, we obtain
the following Hamiltonian in the eigen-basis of the two-level systems
of rings a and b
H =Ha +Hb + J ′′
J ′ σ1xσ2x⟨θ⟩201 , (19)
Hα = σαz + (Φ − pi
δ
+ J ′′pi
J ′ )⟨θ⟩01σαx . (20)
From this equations it follows that qubit-qubit interactions can be
realized using our set-up. If we choose the tuning ε → 0 and Φ →
pi − δJ′′pi
J′ the natural representation of a (SWAP )α gate[42] can be
obtained:
U(τ) = exp[−iJ ′′
J ′ σ1xσ2xτ], (21)
where α = τJ′′
J′ . A CNOT gate can be realized by using two√
SWAP gates. It is well known that one qubit rotations and a
CNOT gate are sufficient to implement a set of universal quantum
gates[43].
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9SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
In the Appendix , the derivation of the effective two-level dynam-
ics of the system (single ring with a dimple) is provided. In Appendix
, we detail on the analysis of the dynamics of phase and population
imbalances of coupled persistent currents flowing in the system, re-
spectively. In the Appendix , details about time-of-flight density dis-
tributions plotted in Fig.4 are presented.
Effective qubit dynamics
In this section, we demonstrate how the effective phase dynamics
indeed defines a qubit. To this end, we elaborate on the imaginary-
time path integral of the partition function of the model Eq.(35) in
the limit of large fluctuations of the number of bosons at each site.
We first perform a local gauge transformation al → aleilΦ elimi-
nating the contribution of the magnetic field everywhere except at
the weak link site where the phase slip is concentrated[3]). In the
regime under scrutiny, the dynamics is governed by the Quantum-
Phase Hamiltonian[4]
HQP = N−2∑
i=0 [Un2i − J cos (φi+1, − φi,)] + (22)[Un2N−1 − J ′ cos (φ0, − φN−1, −Φ)] (23)
where ni and φi are conjugated variables and with J = t⟨n⟩ and
J ′ = t′⟨n⟩.
The partition function of the model Eq.(35) is
Z = Tr (e−βHBH )∝ ∫ D[{φi}]e−S[{φi}] (24)
where the effective action is
S[{φi}] = ∫ dτ N−2∑
i=0 [ 1U (φ˙i)2 − J cos (φi+1, − φi)] + [ 1U (φ˙N−1)2 − J ′ cos (φ0 − φN−1 −Φ)] (25)
Because of the gauge transformations, the phase slip is produced
only at the boundary. We define θ ≐ φN−1, − φ0,. The goal, now, is
to integrate out the phase variables in the bulk. To achieve the task,
we observe that in the phase-slips-free-sites the phase differences are
small, so the harmonic approximation can be applied:
N−2∑
i=0 cos (φi+1 − φi) ≃ N−2∑i=0 (φi+1 − φi)
2
2
. (26)
In order to facilitate the integration in the bulk phases, we express
the single φ0 and φN−1 as: φ0 = φ˜0 + θ/2, φN−1 = φ˜0 − θ/2. We
observe that the sum of the quadratic terms above involves N − 1
fields with periodic boundary conditions: {φ˜0,, φ1, . . . , φN−2} ≡{ψ0, ψ1, . . . , ψN−2}, ψN−1 = ψ0. Therefore
N−2∑
i=0 (φi+1 − φi)2 = N−2∑i=0 (ψi+1 − ψi)2 +
1
2
θ2 + θ (ψN−2 − ψ1) . (27)
The effective action, S[{φi}], can be split into two terms
S[{φi}] = S1[θ] + S2[{ψi}] with
S1[θ] = ∫ dτ [ 1U (θ˙)2 + J2 θ2 − J ′ cos (θ −Φ)] (28)
S2[{ψi}, θ] = ∫ dτ { 1U (ψ˙0)2 + N−2∑i=0 [ 1U (ψ˙i)2 + J2 (ψi+1 − ψi)2] + Jθ (ψN−2 − ψ1)} (29)
The integration of the fields ψi proceeds according to the stan-
dard methods (see [5]). The fields that need to be integrated out
are expanded in Fourier series (N is assumed to be even): ψl =
ψ0 + (−)lψN/2 +∑(N−2)/2k=1 (ψke 2piiklN−1 + c.c.), with ψk = ak + ibk.
The coupling term in Eq. (29) involves only the imaginary part ofψk:
ψN−2−ψ1 = ∑k bkζk, being ζk = 4√
N − 1 sin( 2pikN − 1). Therefore:
S2[{ψi}, θ] = ∫ dτ 1U ∑k (a˙k)2 + ω2ka2k + ∫ dτ 1U ∑k (b˙k)2 + ω2kb2k + JUζkθbk (30)
where ωk = √2JU [1 − cos ( 2pikN−1)]. The integral in {ak} leads
to a Gaussian path integral; it does not contain the interaction with
θ, and therefore brings a prefactor multiplying the effective action,
that does not affect the dynamics. The integral in {bk} involves the
interaction and therefore leads to a non local kernel in the imaginary
time: ∫ dτdτ ′θ(τ)G(τ − τ ′)θ(τ ′). The explicit form of G(τ − τ ′)
is obtained by expanding {bk} and θ in Matsubara frequencies ωl.
The corresponding Gaussian integral yields to the
∫ D[bk]e− ∫ dτS02 ∝ exp(−βUJ2 ∞∑
l=0 Y˜ (ωl)∣θl∣2) (31)
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with Y˜ (ωl) = ∑(N−2)/2k=1 ζ2kω2
k
+ω2
l
. The τ = τ ′ term is extracted by summing and subtracting Y˜ (ωl = 0); this compensates the second
term in Eq.(28).
The effective action finally reads as
Seff = ∫ β
0
dτ [ 1
2U
θ˙2 +U(θ)] − J
2U(N − 1)∑∫ dτdτ ′θ(τ)G(τ − τ ′)θ(τ ′) (32)
-2 -1 1 2 Φ
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FIG. 6. The double well potential providing the single-ring-qubit
for J/[J ′(N − 1)] = 0.4 and Φ = pi
where
U(θ) ≐ J
N − 1(θ −Φ)2 − J ′ cos θ (33)
plotted in Fig.6. The kernel in the non-local term is given by
G(τ) = ∞∑
l=0
N−2
2∑
k=1
ω2l (1 + cos[ 2pikN−1 ])
2JU(1 − cos[ 2pik
N−1 ]) + ω2l eiωlτ . (34)
The external bath vanishes in the thermodynamic limit and the
effective action reduces to the Caldeira-Leggett one [5]. Finally it
is worth noting that the case of a single junction needs a specific
approach but it can be demonstrated consistent with Eq.(32).
For the two rings with tunnel coupling, a similar procedure is ap-
plied. The effective action (4) is obtained under the assumption that
the two rings are weakly coupled and that U/J << 1. The effective
potential (Eq.(5) of the main manuscript) for the two-rings-qubit is
displayed in Fig.7[9].
Real time dynamics: Two coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations
In this section we study the dynamics of the number and phase
imbalance of two bose-condensates confined in the ring shaped po-
tential (see also [9]). A single-species bosonic condensate is envis-
aged to be loaded in the setup described above. Our system is thus
governed by a Bose-Hubbard ladder Hamiltonian
HBH =Ha +Hb +Hint − ∑=a,b
N−1∑
i=0 µnˆi (35)
with
Ha = −tN−1∑
i=0 (eiΦa/Na†iai+1 + h.c.) + U2 N∑i=1 nˆai (nˆai − 1)
Hb = −tN−1∑
i=0 (eiΦb/Nb+i bi+1 + h.c.) + U2 N∑i=1 nˆbi(nˆbi − 1)
Hint = −gN−1∑
i=0 (a†ibi + b†iai) (36)
FIG. 7. (Left) The effective potential landscape providing the two-
rings-qubit. (Right) The double well for θa = −θb. The parameters
are J˜/J = 0.8 and Φa −Φb = pi.
where Ha,b are the Hamiltonians of the condensates in the rings a
and b and the Hint describes the interaction between rings. Oper-
ators nˆai = a†iai, nˆbi = b†ibi are the particle number operators for
the lattice site i. Operators ai and bi obey the standard bosonic
commutation relations. The parameter t is the tunneling rate within
lattice neighboring sites, and g is the tunneling rate between the
rings. The on-site repulsion between two atoms is quantified by
U = 4piash̵2
m ∫ ∣w(x)∣4d3x, where as is the s-wave scattering length
of the atom and ∣w(x)∣ is a single-particle Wannier function. Finally,
the phases Φa and Φb are the phase twists responsible for the cur-
rents flowing along the rings. They can be expressed through vector
potential of the so-called synthetic gauge fields in the following way:
Φa/N = ∫ xi+1xi A(z)dz, Φb/N = ∫ xi+1xi B(z)dz, where A(z) and B(z)
are generated vector potentials in the rings a and b, respectively. We
would like to emphasize, that the inter-ring hopping element g is not
affected by the Peierls substitution because the synthetic gauge field
is assumed to have components longitudinal to the rings only.
To obtain the Gross-Pitaevskyi, we assume that the system is de-
scribed by a Bose-Hubbard ladder Eqs.(35), is in a superfluid regime,
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with negligible quantum fluctuations. The order parameters can be
defined as the expectation values of bosonic operators in the Heisen-
berg picture:
ϕa,i(s) = ⟨ai(s)⟩, ϕb,i(s) = ⟨bi(s)⟩ , (37)
implying that the Heisenberg equations for the operators ai and bi are
simplified into the Gross-Pitaevskii equations for the corresponding
expectation values:
ih̵
∂ϕa,i
∂s
= −t(eiΦa/Nϕa,i+1 + e−iΦa/Nϕa,i−1)+U ∣ϕa,i∣2ϕa,i − µaϕa,i − gϕb,i (38)
ih̵
∂ϕb,i
∂s
= −t(eiΦb/Nϕb,i+1 + e−iΦb/Nϕb,i−1)+U ∣ϕb,i∣2ϕb,i − µbϕb,i − gϕa,i (39)
We assume that ϕa,i+1 − ϕa,i = ϕa(s)√
N
and ϕb,i+1 − ϕb,i = ϕb(s)√
N
for all i, j = 0, ..,N , where N is a total number of ring-lattice sites.
From Eqs.(38) and (39) we obtain
ih̵
∂ϕa
∂s
= −2t cos (Φa/N)ϕa + U
N
∣ϕa∣2ϕa−µaϕa − gϕb (40)
ih̵
∂ϕb
∂s
= −2t cos (Φb/N)ϕb + U
N
∣ϕb∣2ϕb−µbϕb − gϕa (41)
Employing the standard phase-number representation: ϕa,b =√
Na,be
iθa,b, two pairs of equations are obtained for imaginary and
real parts:
h̵
∂Na
∂s
= −2g√NaNb sin (θb − θa)
h̵
∂Nb
∂s
= 2g√NaNb sin (θb − θa) (42)
h̵
∂θa
∂s
= −2t cos Φa/N − UNa
N
+ µa + g√Nb
Na
cos (θb − θa)
h̵
∂θb
∂s
= −2t cos Φb/N − UNb
N
+ µb + g√Na
Nb
cos (θb − θa)
(43)
From Eqs.(42) it results that ∂Na
∂s
+ ∂Nb
∂s
= 0, reflecting the conser-
vation of the total bosonic number NT = Na +Nb. From equations
(42) and (43) we get
∂z
∂s˜
= −√1 − z2 sin Θ (44)
∂Θ
∂s˜
= ∆ + λρz + z√
1 − z2 cos Θ (45)
where we introduced new variables:the dimensionless time 2gs/h̵→
s˜,the population imbalance z(s˜) = (Nb −Na)/(Na +Nb) and the
phase difference between the two condensates Θ(s˜) = θa − θb. It is
convenient to characterize the system with a new set of parameters:
external driving force ∆ = (2t(cos Φa/N−cos Φb/N)+µb−µa)/2g,
effective scattering wavelength λ = U/2g and total bosonic density
ρ = NT /N . The exact solutions of Eqs.(44) and (45) in terms of
elliptic functions[10] can be adapted to our case[9]. The equations
can be derived as Hamilton equations with
H(z(s˜),Θ(s˜)) = λρz2
2
+∆z −√1 − z2cosΘ, (46)
by considering z and φ as conjugate variables. Since the energy of
the system is conserved, H(z(s˜),Θ(s˜)) = H(z(0),Θ(0)) = H0.
Combining Eqs.(44) and (46), Θ can be eliminated, obtaining
z˙2 + [λρz2
2
+∆z −H0]2 = 1 − z2, (47)
that is solved by quadratures:
λ%s˜
2
= ∫ z(s˜)
z(0)
dz√
f(z) , (48)
where f(z) is the following quartic equation
f(z) = ( 2
λρ
)2(1 − z2) − [z2 + 2z∆
λρ
− 2H0
λρ
]2 . (49)
There are two different cases: ∆ = 0 and ∆ ≠ 0.
I) ∆ = 0. – In this case the solution for the z(t) can be expressed
in terms of ’cn’ and ’dn’ Jacobian elliptic functions as([10]):
z(s˜) = Ccn[(Cλρ/k(s˜ − s˜0), k)] for 0 < k < 1= Csech(Cλρ(s˜ − s˜0)), for k = 1= Cdn[(Cλρ/k(s˜ − s˜0),1/k)] for k > 1; (50)
k = ( Cλρ√
2ζ(λρ))2 = 12 [1 + (H0λρ − 1)(λρ)2 + 1 − 2H0λρ ], (51)
where
C2 = 2(λρ)2 ((H0λρ − 1) + ζ2),
2 = 2(λρ)2 (ζ2 − (H0λρ − 1)),
ζ2(λρ) = 2√(λρ)2 + 1 − 2H0λρ, (52)
and s˜0 fixing z(0). Jacobi functions are defined in terms
of the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind F (φ, k) =∫ φ0 dθ(1 − k sin2 θ)−1/2 by the following expressions: sn(u∣k) =
sinφ, cn(u∣k) = cosφ and dn(u∣k) = (1 − k sin2 φ)1/2 [12]. The
Jacobian elliptic functions sn(u∣k), cn(u∣k) and dn(u∣k) are pe-
riodic in the argument u with period 4K(k), 4K(k) and 2K(k),
respectively, where K(k) = F (pi/2, k) is the complete elliptic inte-
gral of the first kind. For small elliptic modulus k ≃ 0, such func-
tions behave as trigonometric functions; for k ≃ 1, they behave as
hyperbolic functions. Accordingly, the character of the solution of
Eqs.(44) and (45) can be oscillatory or exponential, depending on k.
For k ≪ 1, cn(u∣k) ≈ cosu + 0.25k(u − sin (2u)/2) sinu is al-
most sinusoidal and the population imbalance is oscillating around
a zero average value. When k increases, the oscillations become
non-sinusoidal and for 1 − k ≪ 1 the time evolution is non-periodic:
cn(u∣k) ≈ secu−0.25(1−k)(sinh (2u)/2−u) tanhu secu. From
the last expression, we can see that at k = 1, cn(u∣k) = secu so
oscillations are exponentially suppressed and z(s˜) taking 0 asymp-
totic value. For the values of the k > 1 such that [1 − 1/k] ≪ 1
z(s) is still non-periodic and is given by: dn(u∣1/k) ≈ secu +
0.25(1 − 1/k)(sinh (2u)/2 + u) tanhu secu. Finally when k ≫ 1
than the behavior switches to sinusoidal again, but z(s˜) does oscil-
lates around a non-zero average: dn(u∣1/k) ≈ 1 − sin2 u/2k. This
phenomenon accounts for the MQST.
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II)∆ ≠ 0.– In this case z(s) is expressed in terms of the Weier-
strass elliptic function([10, 11])
z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4
%(λρ
2
(s˜ − s˜0); g2, g3) − f ′′(z1)24 , (53)
where f(z) is given by an expression (49), z1 is a root of quartic
f(z) and s˜0 = (2/λρ) ∫ z(0)z1 dz′√f(z′) . For sin Θ0 = 0 (which is the
case discussed in the text), z1 = z0 and consequently s0 = 0. The
Weierstrass elliptic function can be given as the inverse of an elliptic
integral %(u; g2, g3) = y, where
u = ∫ ∞
y
ds√
4s3 − g2s − g3 . (54)
The constants g2 and g3 are the characteristic invariants of %:
g2 = −a4 − 4a1a3 + 3a22
g3 = −a2a4 + 2a1a2a3 − a32 + a23 − a21a4, (55)
where the coefficients ai, where i = 1, ..,4, are given as
a1 = − ∆
λρ
;a2 = 2
3(λρ)2 (λρH0 − (∆2 + 1))
a3 = 2H0∆(λρ)2 ;a4 = 4(1 −H20)(λρ)2 (56)
In the present case (∆ ≠ 0), the discriminant
δ = g32 − 27g23 (57)
of the cubic h(y) = 4y3 − g2y − g3 governs the behavior of the
Weierstrass elliptic functions (we contrast with the case ∆ = 0, where
the dynamics is governed by the elliptic modulus k). If g2 < 0, g3 > 0
then([12])
z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4
c + 3c sinh−2 [√3cλρ
2
(s˜ − s˜0)] − f ′′(z1)24 . (58)
Namely, the oscillations of z are exponentially suppressed and the
population imbalance decay (if z0 > 0) or saturate (if z0 < 0) to the
asymptotic value given by z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4c−f ′′(z1)/24 .
If g2 > 0, g3 > 0 then([12])
z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4−c + 3c sin−2 [√3cλρ
2
(s˜ − s˜0)] − f ′′(z1)24 , (59)
where c = √g2/12. We see that the population imbalance oscillates
around a non-zero average value z ≐ z1 + f ′(z1)/42(2c−f ′′(z1)/24) , with fre-
quency ω = 2g√3cλρ.
We express the Weierstrass function in terms of Jacobian elliptic
functions. This leads to significant simplification for the analysis of
these regimes.
For δ > 0, it results
z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4
e3 + e1−e3
sn2[λρ√e1−e3
2
(s˜−s˜0),k1] − f ′′(z1)24 , (60)
where k1 = e2−e3e1−e3 and ei are solutions of the cubic equation h(y) =
0. In this case the population imbalance oscillates about the average
value z = z1 + f ′(z1)/42(e1−f ′′(z1)/24) .
The asymptotics of the solution is extracted through: k ≪ 1,
sn(u∣k) ≈ sinu − 0.25k(u − sin (2u)/2) cosu. When k increases
oscillations starting to become non-sinusoidal and when 1−k ≪ 1 it
becomes non-periodic and takes form: cn(u∣k) ≈ tanhu− 0.25(1−
k)(sinh (2u)/2 − u) sec2 u.
For δ < 0 the following expression for z(s) is obtained:
z(s˜) = z1 + f ′(z1)/4
e2 +H2 1+cn[λρ√H2(s˜−s˜0),k2]1−cn[λρ√H2(s˜−s˜0),k2] − f ′′(z1)24 , (61)
where k2 = 1/2 − 3e24H2 and H2 = √3e22 − g24 .The asymptotical be-
havior of the function cn(u∣k) has been discussed in the previous
subsection. As it it seen from this expression z(s˜) oscillates about
the average value z = z1 + f ′(z1)/42(e2−f ′′(z1)/24) .
Population imbalance and oscillation frequencies in the
limit λρ≪ 1
I-B ∆ = 0.– The qualitative behavior of the dynamics for this sub-
case depends on the elliptic modulus k which is given by Eq.(51).
For λρ≪ 1
k = z(0)λρ(1 − λρ
2
√
1 − z(0)2) (62)
implying that k ≈ 0; therefore z(t) displays only one regime given
by
z(s˜) ≃ z(0)(cosω(s˜ − s˜0) (63)+ k
4
(ω(s˜ − s˜0) − sin 2ω(s˜ − s˜0)) sinω(s˜ − s˜0)) .
where ω ≃ 2g(1 + λ
2
ρ
√
1 − z(0)2) and s˜0 is fixing initial condition.
Therefore, in this regime the population imbalance is characterized
by almost sinusoidal oscillations about zero average– see the inset of
Fig. 3 of the main part of the material.
II-B ∆ ≠ 0.– In this case, the behavior of z(t) is governed by the
discriminant δ of the cubic equation Eq.(57). There are two different
regimes depending on the initial value of the population imbalance
which are given by the value of δ. All the regimes can be discussed
by expressing the Weierstrass function in Eq.(53) using Jacobian el-
liptic functions. In the limit of δ = 0, the population imbalance is
z(s˜) = z(0) + f ′[z(0)]/4−c + 3c[sin (−√3cλρ
2
s˜)]−2 − f ′′[z(0)]/24 . (64)
For the parameters discussed in Fig. 3 of the main article, f ′[z(0)] ∼
10−14; therefore the population imbalance is constant due to the same
reason discussed for D = 0 above. In the limit of δ < 0, the popula-
tion imbalance is
z(s˜) = z(0) + f ′[z(0)]/4
e2 +H2 1+cos (λρ√H2s˜)1−cos (λρ√H2s˜) − f ′′[z(0)]/24 , (65)
where e2,H2 are defined in the Appendix A. Eq.(65) is correct when
1/2 − 3e2/4H2 ≃ 0( for the parameters considered in the article
m ≃ 10−7). As one sees from this formula, the population imbalance
displays an oscillating behavior around a non-zero average (MQST
regime) with frequency given by
ω = 2g(√1 +∆2 + (z(0)∆ −√1 − z(0)2)(2∆2 − 1)
2(1 +∆2)3/2 λρ) . (66)
This two regimes are shown in Fig. 3 of the main article.
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Time of flight
In this section the density of momentum distribution which can
be observed in the time of flight type of measurement for a Bose-
Hubbard ladder model Eq.(35) is derived. The density of momentum
distribution is given by
ρ(k) = ∫ d3x∫ d3x′⟨Ψ(x)†Ψ(x′)⟩eik(x−x′) , (67)
where Ψ†(x) and Ψ(x′) are bosonic field-operators.
Let us express them through Wannier functions:
Ψ(x) = N−1∑
i=0 [w(x − ri)eiϕai ai +w(x − ri)eiϕbi bi] , (68)
where exponential factors arise from the Peierls substitution and they
are given by ϕai+1−ϕai = 2piΦa/L2 and ϕbi+1−ϕbi = 2piΦb/L2, where
Φa and Φb are the fluxes induced in the rings a and b respectively.
After substituting Eq.(68) into Eq.(67) and making change of vari-
ables z = x − ri,z′ = x′ − ri, we get
ρ(k) =∑
i
∑
j
[∣w(k)∣2(ei(ϕaj −ϕai )⟨a†iaj⟩ + ei(ϕbj−ϕbi )⟨b†ibj⟩
+ei(ϕaj −ϕbi )⟨b†iaj⟩ + ei(ϕbj−ϕai )⟨a†ibj⟩)]eik(ri−rj) . (69)
We note that zi−zj = 0 for i and j belonging to the same ring; other-
wise zi−zj = ±D,D being the distance between the rings.Therefore,
the momentum distribution reads
ρ(k) = ∣w(k)∣2[∑
i∈a∑j∈a(ei((ϕaj −ϕai )+k∥ ⋅x∥)⟨a†iaj⟩+∑
i∈b∑j∈b ei((ϕbj−ϕbi )+k∥ ⋅x∥)⟨b†ibj⟩+∑
i∈a∑j∈b ei((ϕbj−ϕai )+k∥ ⋅x∥+kzD)⟨b†iaj⟩+∑
i∈b∑j∈a ei((ϕaj −ϕbi )k∥ ⋅x∥−kzD)⟨a†ibj⟩)] , (70)
where w(k) are Wannier functions in the momentum space (that we
considered identical for the two rings), k∥ ⋅ x∥ ≐ kx(xi − xj) +
ky(yi − yj), xi = cosφi, yi = sinφi fix the positions of the ring
wells in the three dimensional space, φi = 2pii/N being lattice sites
along the rings. Then we transform annihilation and creation op-
erators to the momentum space ai = 1/√N ∑q eiφiqaq and bi =
1/√N ∑q eiφiqbq . We also take into account that ϕai = 2piiΦa/N
and ϕbi = 2piiΦb/N for i = 0, ..,N − 1. Finally, we get (Eq.7)
ρ(k) = ∣w(kx, ky, kz)∣2
N
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0 ∑q∈{2pin/N} (71)
[cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + (q + Φa
N
)(φi − φj)]⟨a†qaq⟩+
cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + (q + Φb
N
)(φi − φj)]⟨b†qbq⟩+
2 cos [k∥ ⋅ x∥ + kzD + (q + Φa
N
)φi − (q + Φb
N
)φj)]⟨a†qbq⟩] .
Expectation values for U = 0
In the following, we provide the details of the calculations of the
expectation values entering the Eq.(71), for U = 0.
The Hamiltonian in the Fourier space reads
HBH =∑
k
[−2t cos k˜aa†kak − 2t cos k˜bb+kbk − g(a†kbk + b†kak)](72)
We perform a Bogolubov rotation
ak = sin θkαk + cos θkβk
bk = cos θkαk − sin θkβk (73)
The Hamiltonian Eq.(72) can be diagonalized choosing tan 2θk =
g/t(cos k˜a + cos k˜b):
HBH =∑
k
[εα(k)α†kαk + εβ(k)β+kβk] (74)
εα,β(k) = −t(cos k˜a + cos k˜b)∓√g2 + t2(cos k˜a − cos k˜b)2
where k˜a = k + Φa/N, k˜b = k + Φb/N and ± corresponds to the α
and β respectively.
The correlation functions result⟨a†kak⟩ = sin2 θk⟨α†kαk⟩ + cos2 θk⟨β†kβk⟩ (75)⟨b†kbk⟩ = cos2 θk⟨α†kαk⟩ + sin2 θk⟨β†kβk⟩⟨a†kbk⟩ = ⟨b†kak⟩ = sin 2θk2 (⟨α†kαk⟩ − ⟨β†kβk⟩)
where ⟨α†kαk⟩ and ⟨β†kβk⟩ are given by the usual Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution:
⟨α†kαk⟩ = 1e(εα(k)−µα)/kBT − 1 (76)⟨β†kβk⟩ = 1
e(εβ(k)−µβ)/kBT − 1
where µα,β are the chemical potentials of the condensates of quasi-
particles, kB is a Boltzmann constant and T is e temperature of the
condensate.
The chemical potentials can be obtained by fixing the average
number of boson per site (filling). It is convenient to introduce the
new variables µ = (µα + µβ)/2, δ = (µα − µβ)/2. The partition
function of the system is given by
Z =∏
k
[1 − e−β(εα(k)−µ)][1 − e−β(εβ(k)−µ)] (77)
where β = 1/kBT . The free energy of the system can be calculated
from the partition function
F = − 1
Nβ
ln Z (78)
Then the chemical potentials can be fixed solving the following equa-
tions:
Nα +Nβ = −∂F
∂δ
, Nα −Nβ = −∂F
∂µ
(79)
where the Nα,β are the numbers of the quasiparticles of the type α
and β respectively.It is easy to show, that Nα +Nβ = NT ,where NT
is a total number of the bosonic particles in the system.
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